Topics

- EMIS course reporting
- EMIS FS Percent of Time
- ODDEX and checking higher ed data
- SSID on transcript
EMIS course reporting

- Very little changes from PSEO
- Still use PS code
- Still use 999999999 as staff ID
- No change in HQT/Cert
- Make sure data matches what is happening in the course as best you can
- Remember to report updated credits once course is over
EMIS FS Percent of Time

- When doing CCP, student’s overall time should be split between the regular percent of time and sent to percent of time.
- Funding for student is added based on the total of both of these numbers, so exact method used to split does not matter.
- Funding for student is deducted based on the data from the Higher Ed institution.
ODDEX and Higher Ed Data

- New Module to be added into ODDEX
- Will display both Higher Ed and LEA data related to CCP
- LEA will have 45 days to review enrollments
  - Is the student yours?
  - Is the student enrolled in CCP?
- If issue, place a flag and comment on issue
- Higher Ed will update data, new 45 days
ODDEX and Higher Ed Data

Data will be a full union:
- Higher Ed and LEA together where SSID matches
- Higher Ed only if SSID not reported on FS by LEA
- LEA only if PS course reported but student not reported by that Higher Ed institution

Each enrollment will have a score based on degree of match
ODDEX and Higher Ed Data

Higher Ed and LEA together where SSID matches

- HE Campus to LEA Location IRN
- HE Term to LEA Semester Code
- HE Subject* to LEA Subject (category only)
- HE HS Building* to LEA Attending Building
- HE College Credit (converted) to HS Credit

Will be given match “score” to help find students with lowest match
ODDEX and Higher Ed Data

Higher Ed only if SSID not reported on FS by LEA
  - Will have a match score of zero - may need a flag if not your student

LEA only if PS course reported but student not reported by that Higher Ed institution
  - Will have a match score of one - you may be able to delete if student did not enroll through 15th day
SSID on Transcript

- Higher Ed must have SSID
- Transcript at time of application to college is best way to provide
- If Higher Ed still needs, you can give it to them securely (for example, don’t put name and SSID together in an email message, but snail mail OK)
Questions?
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